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Abstract: We demonstrate narrow transmission resonances at near-infrared
wavelengths utilizing coupled asymmetric split-ring resonators (SRRs). By
breaking the symmetry of the coupled SRR system, one can excite dark
(subradiant) resonant modes that are not readily accessible to symmetric
SRR structures. We also show that the quality factor of metamaterial
resonant elements can be controlled by tailoring the degree of asymmetry.
Changing the distance between asymmetric resonators changes the coupling
strength and results in resonant frequency tuning due to resonance
hybridization.
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1. Introduction
Metallic nanostructures are widely used to generate plasmonic and metamaterial resonances at
optical frequencies. Considerable effort has been devoted to designing functional plasmonic
nanostructures for applications in biology, energy and communications. For such applications,
it is of great importance to be able to control resonant frequencies via nanoscale design of
plasmonic resonators. Further, arrays of coupled plasmonic nanostructures and metamaterials
can give rise to more complex resonant phenomena such as plasmon resonance hybridization
[1–5], Fano resonances [6,7], and plasmonic mimicks for electromagnetically induced
transparency [8–11]. Breaking the symmetry of metallic nanostructures such as nanoparticles
and nanocavities allows access to different resonant modes that are not readily accessible
symmetric configurations. In so doing, arrays of coupled nanoscale resonators can outperform
those of conventional single nanostructures by, e.g., enabling narrower resonance line widths.
Metamaterials exhibit artificial electric and magnetic responses, and are comprised of
resonant elements much smaller than the incident electromagnetic wavelength. At optical
frequencies, due to the inherent nanoscale size of metamaterials and the challenges of
nanofabrication, resonator elements are of necessity topologically much simpler than their
low-frequency counterparts. A commonly used metamaterial element at near-infrared
wavelengths is a U-shaped resonator [12], which is a simplified version of a more complex
double split-ring resonator (SRR) initially introduced by Pendry for operation at microwave
frequencies [13]. Split-ring resonators are commonly used in designing metamaterials over a
broad range of frequencies from microwave [13–16] to near infrared [5,12,17–20]
wavelengths. At microwave frequencies, the desired electromagnetic response can be
achieved with a double SRR design consisting of two concentric strongly coupled asymmetric
SRRs. However the available metamaterial electromagnetic designs at near-infrared
wavelengths are limited by nanoscale fabrication of resonant elements, i.e., making
fabrication of complex shapes very challenging [12]. Split-ring resonators with broken
symmetry were shown to exhibit narrow line width resonances yielding high quality factors at
microwave frequencies [16] and also subsequently at terahertz [21] and near-IR wavelengths
[19,22,23]. A wider range of designs can be accessed in coupled resonators by varying the
degree of resonator asymmetry and mutual resonator-resonator coupling strength, which
modify the resonant frequencies and field intensities of coupled asymmetric SRRs. In this
paper, we articulate alternative metamaterial designs that are achievable using coupled
asymmetric SRRs at near-IR wavelengths.
2. Symmetry breaking in planar optical metamaterials
In this study, we used planar SRR arrays as a metamaterial design platform to study the
effects of symmetry breaking, coupling strength and resonance hybridization. Figure 1(a)
represents the schematic drawing of the unit cell of such a coupled SRR system, consisting of
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two SRRs facing each other through their tips, with arm lengths of L1 and L2. Figures 1(b)-1(f)
shows scanning electron microscope images of some of the coupled and individual SRR
arrays that were investigated both experimentally and numerically. The width of the SRR, t =
360 nm; metal width, w = 150 nm; in-plane periodicities ax = 750 nm and ay = 975 nm and the
metal thickness, z = 120 nm are kept constant for all the coupled and uncoupled SRR systems.
100 x 100 µm area arrays of Au SRRs were fabricated on 30 nm ITO coated glass substrates
using standard e-beam lithography followed by e-beam Au evaporation and lift-off
procedures. 2 nm of Ti layer is deposited as an adhesion layer for Au.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of a coupled asymmetric split-ring resonator unit cell. (b)(f) Scanning electron microscope images of coupled and single SRR arrays fabricated by
electron-beam lithography.

Transmission spectra of SRR arrays were measured using the Fourier transform infrared
microscopy in the wavelength range from 1.4 to 3.2 µm using the setup as described in ref
[19]. Transmission spectra are normalized to the transmission through a glass substrate of
same thickness, assuring that the electromagnetic wave transmission is due only to the
response of the metallic metamaterial arrays and thin ITO layer. The electromagnetic wave is
normally incident to the SRR plane (k//z) with E-field polarized perpendicular to the SRR
arms (E//x, H//y). (see Fig. 1(a)). Split ring resonators can be modeled as LC resonators in
which the effective inductance arises from the loop formed by the U-shaped SRR and
effective capacitance is due to the gap region between SRR arms. The LC resonances of SRRs
can be excited with an E-field perpendicular to the SRR arms. The resonant response of
metamaterial arrays was modeled by full field electromagnetic simulation using a finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) algorithm. Periodic boundary conditions were employed in
the simulations along the x and y axes of the single unit cell to mimic a periodic arrangement
of SRRs. Along the axis of propagation of the electromagnetic waves, perpendicular to the
planar metamaterial layer, perfectly matched layers are utilized. A broadband plane wave is
incident on the unit cell along the perpendicular direction, and transmitted power is monitored
using a power monitor placed behind the SRR unit cell.
First, we discuss the effect of symmetry breaking on coupled SRR arrays by comparing
the measured and calculated frequency response for various symmetric and asymmetric SRR
structures. Asymmetry is introduced to the coupled SRR system by changing the length of top
and bottom SRRs (L1 and L2). The total length of SRR arms, L = L1 + L2 = 580 nm and the
coupling distance between SRRs, d = 150 nm are kept same. Scanning electron microscope
(SEM) images of the unit cells of 5 different coupled SRR (CSRR) arrays are shown in Fig.
2(c) where the arm lengths of top and bottom SRRs are L1 = 290, 310, 340, 370, 400 nm and
L2 = 290, 270, 240, 210, 180 nm, and d = 150 nm (from left to right).
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Fig. 2. (a) Measured and (b) simulated transmission spectra of five different coupled SRR
systems with L1 = L2 = 290 nm (blue); L1 = 270 nm, L2 = 310 nm (green); L1 = 240 nm, L2 =
340 nm (yellow); L1 = 210 nm, L2 = 370 nm (red); L1 = 180 nm, L2 = 400 nm (brown). (c) SEM
images of single unit cells of corresponding coupled SRR structures (d) Calculated magnetic
field intensities of CSRR unit cells at their resonance wavelengths.

Measured and simulated transmission spectra for the corresponding CSRR arrays are
plotted in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. For the symmetric configuration, a broad resonant
dip in transmission spectrum is observed both in the experiments and the simulations (blue
line) at λ = 1.78 µm, which is a typical spectral behavior for a single U-shaped SRR at near-IR
wavelengths [12]. In the simulations, we employed the measured values of the complex
refractive indices of Ag and ITO layer, which resulted in a very good agreement between the
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experimental and numerical results. Changing resonator arm length introduces resonator
asymmetry in CSRR arrays, resulting in an additional resonance dip appearing at longer
wavelengths. For the asymmetric CSRR with arm lengths of L1 = 310 nm and L2 = 270 nm,
the resonance arising due to asymmetry results in a transmission dip in the measured spectra
at λ = 2.28 µm and in the simulated spectra at λ = 2.30 µm (green line). Interestingly, we
observed a very shallow dip in the measured transmission spectra of symmetric SRR arrays
(blue line in Fig. 2(a)), which is attributed to unintentional asymmetry that might be
introduced during the fabrication process.
Breaking the inherent symmetry in plasmonic nanostructures and metamaterials allows
access to different resonant modes, which cannot be excited with the symmetric configuration
[2,3,6,16]. Such resonant modes have been termed variously as dark modes, subradiant modes
or trapped modes [16]. This nomenclature suggests that dark modes do not readily radiate
since they are trapped within the resonator. These modes couple weakly to the free space and
needs an external perturbation such as symmetry-breaking of the resonator geometry in order
to be excited. In the case of coupled asymmetric SRRs, the narrow line-width resonance with
lower losses is due to the anti-symmetric surface currents on each SRR excited by the incident
electromagnetic wave [16]. Anti-symmetric currents create fields that interfere destructively
resulting in radiation suppression and low-loss light propagation.
The degree of asymmetry is increased further by increasing the difference between arm
lengths of the two SRRs in each pair. This results in separation of two resonant frequencies,
i.e. blue-shifting of LC resonances at shorter wavelengths and red-shifting of dark-mode
resonances at longer wavelengths (yellow, red and brown lines). The separation of the
resonance frequencies can be understood with an LC resonance picture. SRRs at near-IR
wavelengths are essentially nanoscale LC resonators, and effective inductance arising from
the loop formed by the U-shaped SRR and effective capacitance is built up within the gap
region between the SRR arms. Changing the physical size of the nanoscale LC resonators
results in a change in the effective inductance L and capacitance C. The size change alters the
resonance wavelengths of each individual SRR in the coupled SRR system. The resonance
wavelengths of the individual SRRs with L1 = 310 nm and L2 = 270 nm (green frame in Fig.
2(c)) are closer than the SRRs with L1 = 400 nm and L2 = 180 nm (brown frame).
We calculated magnetic field intensities along the z-axis (|Hz|2) at the SRR-substrate
interface at the resonance wavelengths corresponding to the dip of the transmission
resonances (Fig. 2(d)). Under such conditions, magnetic field intensities are enhanced at the
center of SRRs, due to the circular surface currents excited by the incident electric field. For
the symmetric CSRR, the contributions of the top and bottom SRRs to the dipole moments are
equal, hence the same is true for the magnetic field intensities. However, for the asymmetric
CSRR systems, the contribution of the longer-armed SRR structure is dominant for the larger
wavelength resonance (λ2) and the shorter SRR dominates the resonance at the shorter
wavelength (λ1) in agreement with the LC resonance description.
The degree of asymmetry is an important parameter controlling the electromagnetic
resonant frequency and transmitted intensity. Referring to Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), one can see that
the degree of asymmetry also affects the line-width and thus the quality-factor (Q-factor) of
both LC and dark-mode resonances. The Q-factor is the ratio of the resonance band-width
(∆ω) to the resonance frequency (ω), Q = ∆ω/ω = λ/∆λ. Here, we define the resonance line
width (∆λ) as the full width at half maximum centered at the resonance wavelength (λ). For
the symmetric CSRR configuration, the quality factor is calculated from the measured
transmission spectra to be Q ~4.0 at λ = 1.78 µm with ∆λ = 0.45 µm. For the case of CSRR
arrays with the lowest degree of asymmetry, quality factors for LC resonances and dark-mode
resonances are found as Q1 ~4.5 and Q2 ~23, respectively. Metamaterial arrays composed of
more highly coupled SRRs possess higher quality factors as compared to a symmetric CSRR
configuration. For lower degrees of asymmetry, dark-mode resonances exhibit much higher
quality factors than is typically achievable with resonators comprised of lossy metallic
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nanostructures at optical frequencies. However, Q for dark-mode resonances decreases with
increased degree of asymmetry [16]. Quality factors at dark-mode resonance wavelengths are
calculated to be 13, 10 and 7.5 for yellow, red and brown lines, respectively. Here, the quality
factors of the resonances are affected by several factors, including material losses due to
absorption in metal and ITO layer, losses due to coupling of incident electromagnetic wave
with the resonators and deviation from the ideal simulated parameters due to inhomogeneities
introduced during fabrication (valid for measured transmission spectra). The resonator quality
factors could be further increased by using lower loss substrates, or potentially by adding gain
media into the metamaterial arrays. The ability to control the quality factor of resonant
elements is important for many applications, especially for biological and chemical sensors,
narrow-band transmission/reflection filters and modulators.
3. Structural resonance wavelength tuning by controlling the coupling strength
We have shown that one can change the physical size of SRRs in order to tune the resonance
wavelengths of metamaterial arrays. However, it is not easy to manipulate the physical size of
a resonator controllably in an active manner after fabrication. Inspired by the concept of
coupled harmonic oscillators in classical mechanics in which resonant frequencies depend on
the coupling strength, we propose an alternative way for tuning the resonance wavelength of
metamaterials by controlling the coupling strength between the resonator elements.

Fig. 3. (a) Measured and (b) simulated transmission spectra of tip-coupled asymmetric SRR
arrays with the coupling distance d = 150 nm (blue), d = 120 nm (green), d = 90 nm (yellow)
and d = 60 nm (red) (c) SEM images of single unit cells of corresponding coupled SRR
structures.

In order to understand the effect of coupling in our asymmetrically coupled SRRS, we
simply changed the coupling strength by varying the distance between two SRRs. Particularly,
we focused on the coupled asymmetric SRR system with the lowest degree of asymmetry for
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which L1 = 310 nm and L2 = 270 nm (green in Fig. 2). Four different coupled SRR arrays were
fabricated with the distance between SRRs decreasing from d = 150 nm to 60 nm with 30 nm
steps as seen in Fig. 3(c). Figure 3(a) shows the measured transmission spectra of four
different CSRR arrays. The experimental results are in good agreement with the calculations
shown in Fig. 3(b). Reducing the coupling distance produces a red-shift of the dark-mode
resonance wavelength, and a blue-shift for in LC resonance wavelength. These results agree
with the resonance hybridization model in which the resonance energies are shifted from the
initial resonance energies of the resonators with increased coupling. The quality factors found
from calculated dark-mode resonance spectra are Q ~35 for trapped mode resonances and ~4
for LC resonances for different distances. Therefore the coupling strength does not change the
quality factors of CSRRs for 60, 90, 120 and 150 nm coupling distances. However, it is
notable that the transmission dip deepens with decreased coupling distance for dark-mode
resonances at larger wavelength. This is attributed to the increased phase difference in
induced dipole oscillations with the increased coupling strength [5].

Fig. 4. (a) Measured and (b) simulated transmission spectra of back-coupled asymmetric SRR
arrays with the coupling distance d = 150 nm (blue), d = 120 nm (green), d = 90 nm (yellow)
and d = 60 nm (red) (c) SEM images of single unit cells of corresponding coupled SRR
structures

We also studied the effect of coupling for a different geometrical array layout scheme, in
which asymmetric SRRs are placed back-to-back, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The dimensions of
two coupled asymmetric SRRs are kept same as for the tip-coupled SRR structures in Fig. 3
and the coupling distance between two SRRs are varied from d = 150 nm to 60 nm (Fig. 4(c)).
The measured and simulated transmission spectra for back-to-back coupled SRR arrays is
given in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). For d = 150 nm, the resonance wavelengths are much closer
compared to tip-coupled SRR system (blue lines). Reducing the coupling distance between
SRRs causes blue-shifts for dark-mode resonances and red-shifts for LC resonances. This
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observed behavior is different than the previously observed tip-coupled SRRs for which the
change in coupling distance resulted in an increase of dark-mode resonance. Here, we observe
an electromagnetically-induced transparency (EIT)-like resonance, since the resonance
wavelengths of bright and dark modes come closer with reduced coupling distance in sidecoupled SRR. A transmission band is observed similar to those previously reported for
electromagnetic plasmonic and metamaterial analogues of EIT-like resonances [8,11].

Fig. 5. (a) Measured and (b) simulated transmission spectra of short SRR, long SRR, tipcoupled and back-coupled SRR plotted for comparison with their unit cell shown in (c).

The physics of coupled SRRs can be described in the resonance hybridization picture.
Two resonators that initially have different resonance frequencies can be coupled in
hybridized resonant modes [1,5]. To better understand asymmetrically coupled SRRs in a
resonance hybridization framework, we performed additional measurements and simulations
for individual SRRs. Single SRR arrays are with L = 310 nm and 270 nm are fabricated and
simulated. The shorter SRR (orange lines in Fig. 5) is resonant at 1.92 µm, whereas the larger
SRR (gray lines on Fig. 5) is resonant at 2.16 µm. In Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), we plot uncoupled
SRR resonant wavelengths together with those for tip-coupled and back-coupled SRRs. It is
evident that for the back-to-back coupled SRRs, the resonance wavelengths of the coupled
system are almost the same as the resonance wavelengths of individual uncoupled SRRs. This
indicates that the coupling between back-to-back SRRs is very weak, although they are only
separated by 60 nm. However the resonance wavelengths for tip-coupled SRRs 60 nm apart
are strongly modified from the original resonance wavelengths due to the strong coupling at
small distances.
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Fig. 6. Calculated electric field intensities |Ex|2, |Ey|2, |Etot|2 for uncoupled (first row), tipcoupled (second and third row) and back-coupled (fourth and fifth row) SRR.

We calculated the electric field intensities |Ex|2, |Ey|2 and |Etot|2 for individual, tip-coupled
and side-coupled SRR at their resonance wavelengths as shown in Fig. 6. For the single SRR
structure (top row), electric fields are localized around the tip region. |Ex|2 is enhanced in the
SRR gap region, whereas |Ey|2 is much stronger at the tip of SRR. Strong coupling is evident
for the tip-coupled SRRs (second and third rows) and the field intensities in asymmetric
CSRRs are comparable. However for the side-coupled SRRs (fourth and fifth rows), fields are
much stronger in one of the coupled SRRs. The unit cell of periodic arrays of back-coupled
SRRs can alternatively be defined as a set of tip-coupled SRRs with a very large separation
distance between coupled resonators as shown in Fig. 7(a). For a complete picture of electric
field intensities, we performed several calculations where the distance between tip-coupled
SRRs varied between 30nm and 360 nm in 30 nm steps. Maximum electric field intensities
along x and y directions for two resonance wavelengths are plotted in Fig. 7(b).
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Fig. 7. (a) Back-to-back coupled SRRs can also be considered as long-range tip-coupled SRRs,
(b) The maximum value of |Ex|2 and |Ey|2 at resonance wavelengths λ1 and λ2 as a function of
the d between two tip-coupled SRRs.

In Fig. 8, we plotted the measured and simulated resonance wavelengths of coupled SRRs
as a function of the distance between resonators. The gray and orange dashed lines correspond
to the resonance wavelengths of long and short SRRs, respectively. For large distances, the
coupling effect is very weak; indeed the resonances appear at the original uncoupled
resonance wavelengths. However, for smaller distances we observe strong resonance
hybridization between the asymmetric SRRs. Experimental (red triangle) and simulated (blue
circle) results agree very well. The smallest coupling distance we fabricated was 60 nm.
Since, the resonance wavelength increases drastically at very small distances, we performed
simulations in order to predict the resonance wavelength of CSRRs with coupling distances of
10 and 30 nm. For a 10 nm distance, the resonance wavelength shifted up to 3.62 µm. A
schematic of resonance hybridization is given in Fig. 8(b). Time snapshots of the electric field
amplitudes along x direction at resonance wavelengths of individual and coupled SRRs (for d
= 60 nm) are also provided. Individual SRRs have resonance frequencies ω1 and ω2. Due to
resonance hybridization, we observe both symmetric and anti-symmetric modes for the
coupled SRR system.

Fig. 8. (a) Measured and calculated resonance wavelengths of different tip-coupled SRRs as a
function of distance. (b) Resonance hybridization picture for a strongly coupled asymmetric
SRRs. Time snapshot of electric field amplitudes are also provided for the corresponding
resonance energies.

Asymmetric coupled SRR design is advantageous in achieving narrower spectral line
widths at the resonance frequency, which may find application in frequency selective surfaces
for modulators, filters and sensors at infrared wavelengths. For practical applications, it is
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desirable to tune the resonance over a wavelength range comparable to its line width, and so a
narrower resonance can increase the tuning figure of merit (FOM), the ratio of the tuning
range to the FWHM of the resonant peak.
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